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Abstract. Carbon nanotubes are becoming increasingly viable as membranes for
application in a wide variety of nano-fluidic applications, such as nano-scale nozzles.
For potential applications which utilise switching on and off of flow through nanotube
nozzles, it is important to understand the initial flow dynamics. Furthermore, when
the nanotube interacts strongly with the fluid, the flow may be very different from
conventional simulations which consider atoms (such as argon, for example) which
interact only weakly with the nanotube. In order therefore to better understand such
flow and explore the potential manipulation of flow that can be achieved, we consider
the initial flow dynamics of a light fluid through carbon nanotube nozzles, using non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations. Our studies show that if the conditions
are controlled carefully, unusual phenomena can be generated, such as pulsed flow and
very non-linear increases in flow rate with nanotube diameter. We detail the physical
reasons behind such phenomena, and describe how the pulsation can be controlled
using temperature.
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21. Introduction
The application of carbon nanotubes in nano-fluidics is highly promising in areas such as
gas sensing (Kong et al. 2000, Rajaputra et al. 2008, Li et al. 2010, Varghese et al. 2010),
molecular storage (Dag et al. 2005, Dimitrakakis et al. 2008) and filtration (Banerjee
et al. 2007, Srivastava et al. 2004, Arora & Sandler 2005, Ackerman et al. 2003, Mao
et al. 1999). The behaviour of fluids inside nanotubes is understood to be very
different to the bulk, with flow dynamics that are not immediately intuitive (Hummer
et al. 2001, Jakobtorweihen et al. 2006), and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is
an established method for investigation of such dynamics. The use of non-equilibrium
MD is particularly useful when considering flow dynamics (Duren et al. 2002, Dzubiella
et al. 2004, Zhu et al. 2002), since it allows a range of effects such as density-drop,
entrance/exit dynamics and transient flow-structures to be taken into account.
Considering these capabilities, MD has been applied in the study of nanotube
nozzles, which could potentially see future application in nano-scale printers or as nozzles
for the direction of gas or liquid into a chamber. Melle-Franco and Zerbetto (Melle-
Franco & Zerbetto 2006) for example, considered the flow of highly-pressurised liquid
argon through nozzles constructed from nanotubes of different sizes. They demonstrated
that fast nano-scale laminar flow could be achieved as a result of the confinement by
the nanotubes. A more-recent study by Cannon and Hess (Cannon & Hess 2010)
also considered non-equilibrium flow of argon through carbon nanotube membranes,
highlighting counter-intuitive flow dynamics inside and outside the nanotubes. Beyond
fundamental studies with argon, the flow and ejection of water through nanotube nozzles
was also recently investigated (Hanasaki et al. 2009), revealing the difference with macro-
scale nozzles and the effects of temperature.
For argon, and especially for water, the dynamics of flow are primarily defined
through the interaction with the flowing atoms, and the interaction with the nanotube
is limited (Hummer et al. 2001, Kalra et al. 2003, Holt et al. 2006); ie, for the
aforementioned studies, the nanotube exists primarily for the purpose of confinement,
rather than playing any direct role in the dynamics of flow. If the nanotube were to
interact more strongly with the flowing atoms however, the dynamics of flow could be
strongly altered. It would therefore be interesting to consider what the dynamics of
flow would be if this were the case. Furthermore, such studies are concerned with the
properties of flow once it has become established, while for many applications, like that
perhaps of nano-scale printing for example, where the printing mechanism is turned on
and off in rapid succession, the initial dynamics of flow are also important.
It is with these considerations in mind that we have made the following study.
We consider the initial flow dynamics through carbon nanotubes in a nozzle-like
arrangement, where the interaction with the nanotube is strong enough that it plays
an important role in the dynamics of flow. By making such a study, we aim to
increase fundamental understanding of such dynamics, and explore the potential for
manipulation of such flow by carbon nanotubes.
3Figure 1. Schematic of the simulation system.
2. Simulation design
The simulations reported in this paper make use of non-equilibrium MD software
developed in-house, which induces flow through the application of a density gradient.
A schematic of the design is shown in figure 1. Inside the pool, atoms are maintained
at a constant density and temperature with zero overall momentum. It is known that
the relatively low update frequency of the pool within Dual-Control Volume Grand-
Canonical MD (DCV-GCMD) simulations can adversely influence the flow dynamics
(Arya et al. 2001), so in our pure-MD approach, the pool is updated and maintained at
every time step. Although this is computationally expensive, it ensures that the back-
pressure created by the pool is constant. Like many density-gradient MD simulations,
the gradient must be strong in order to induce flow on time-scales accessible by MD,
however such studies are known to yield results which are comparable to experiment
(Duren et al. 2002).
In the first part of the simulation only the pool exists, with periodic boundary
conditions in every direction. This allows the density of the atoms to build up to the
target density (in this case, 500 atoms in the pool, which is 66kg/m3); and allows
the system to start from an equilibrium setting. Once this setting has been achieved,
the simulation cell expands to include the nanotube and other regions for the non-
equilibrium stage of the simulation.
In building and maintaining the density of the pool, the insertion of atoms is done
at random locations. If the location is too close to any existing atomic position, then
another random position is attempted instead. If, after 100 attempts, the atom can
not be placed, then the system gives up. There is hence an upper limit on the density
in the pool. In choosing to maintain 500 atoms within the pool, we struck a balance
between creating a sufficient concentration gradient to drive the flow, and ensuring the
the number of attempts required to place new atoms was not too high. This also gives
accurate maintenance of the number of atoms in the pool, along with faster computation
since excessive numbers of attempts to place new atoms are avoided.
Upon commencement of the non-equilibrium stage, the nanotube is placed at a
distance from the pool in the z-direction, centred on the x and y axes. The nanotube
is treated as a rigid structure, in order to allow a long time-step (5fs) and hence allow
long simulations. Since the flow through the nanotube is of primary interest, a simple
4reflective wall is placed around the entrance and exit to create a membrane-like situation
and ensure atoms are limited to passing through the nanotube. Nanotube diameters
ranging from 6.96A˚ to 13.56A˚ are considered. In addition, the wall on the left side of
the pool becomes reflective, in order to encourage flow in the direction of the nanotube,
while any atoms passing through the far wall on the right are removed from the system,
creating a drain. The drain helps reproduce a low-density situation which may be found,
for example, during initial flow into a chamber or perhaps during nano-scale printing.
Between the pool and the nanotube there is a flow-mix region. The length of this
region is large enough to ensure that the pool has no effect on the motion of atoms
through nanotube, and a natural diffusion towards the nanotube can be reproduced.
The exit-flow region is also made long enough to ensure no influence by the drain on
the flow through the nanotube.
In contrast to the longitudinal z-axis with its reflective wall on the left and drain
on the right, the x and y axes continue to have periodic boundary conditions in the
non-equilibrium stage with dimensions of about 26.5A˚ each. The z dimension is 99A˚,
split into lengths of 36A˚, 18A˚, 27A˚ and 18A˚ for the pool, flow-mix, nanotube and exit-
flow regions respectively. Initial filling and equilibration of the pool lasts for 50ps, and
then the non-equilibrium MD phase of the simulation lasts for 20-30ns. The relatively
long simulation times are designed to ensure the full evolution of initial-flow dynamics
are observed. Such simulations typically take 1-2 weeks of computational time, with
the larger-nanotube simulations (which can accommodate a greater numbers of atoms)
taking longer than those with smaller nanotubes.
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The atoms are modelled through a Lennard Jones potential (eqn. 1) with a cut-off
at 12A˚, and the standard Lorentz-Berthelot (Allen & Tildesley 1987) combining rules
are used to determine inter-species interaction parameters. The non-bonding parameters
for carbon are known to vary with nanotube curvature due to changes in the electronic
orbitals (Kostov et al. 2002). Despite this, the variation is sufficiently small over the
range of diameters considered here that constant average values appropriate for the
range of nanotubes included in this study can be used.
In order to accentuate any effects that the membrane has on the fluid passing
through it, the atoms should be light and strongly interact with the nanotube. For this
reason we have chosen to model the light fluid on a hydrogen model developed by Cheng
et al. (Cheng et al. 2005). In this particular model, the hydrogen molecule is treated
as a single site with LJ parameters tailored specifically for hydrogen in a nanotube. In
fact, the weak interaction parameters of this model mean that the hydrogen-hydrogen
interaction is weaker than the hydrogen-carbon interaction by 21%, meeting the aim of
allowing the nanotube to play a strong role in the dynamics of flow observed.
While the use of a simple reflective membrane maintains simplicity of the model,
in reality the atoms of the membrane would extend along the length of the nanotube
5Table 1. LJ parameters used in these simulations. Note that although the bonds
between the carbon atoms were fixed, carbon-carbon values for ￿ and σ were used to
subsequently derive the inter-species interaction parameters.
Interaction ￿ (meV) σ(A˚)
Light fluid - Light fluid 1.50 2.65
Carbon - Carbon 2.4 3.43
Carbon - Light fluid 1.9 3.04
outside the wall, and it is important to consider whether these atoms would have an
influence on the flow inside the nanotube. Assuming that such atoms are not dissimilar
from carbon, one can estimate the strength of the interaction between the fluid atoms
and the closest membrane atoms. In the case where the fluid atoms are close to the
wall, the interaction with such membrane atoms would be strongest, but here the closer
proximity of the nanotube atoms causes the nanotube to dominate the interaction with
the fluid. As the distance of the fluid atoms from the nanotube wall increases, the
interaction with the membrane atoms becomes even weaker, and therefore, it is safe
overall to neglect the interaction such membrane atoms with the fluid.
The temperature at which the flow is studied is 25K, in order to ensure low kinetic
energy and allow the pore to have a strong influence on the dynamics. It is well-
understood that at low temperatures, light atoms experience quantum effects which are
beyond the scope of classical MD simulations. For example, by not taking quantum
effects into account, hydrogen in a bulk system at 25K is known to have its diffusion
coefficient under-estimated by classical MD by around 3 times, compared to experiment
(Pavese & Voth 1996). Since however the hydrogen model upon which the light atoms
here are based differs from standard bulk system models, our tests show that the bulk
system diffusion coefficient is about 6 times larger than that of standard bulk hydrogen
models, and is hence just twice that of experiment. So while there may be counter-
balancing here, extension to “real-world” hydrogen should be made with caution. The
advantage of the current approach is however that we are able to accentuate the influence
of the nanotube and therefore explore the potential impact of the nanotube on the flow
dynamics in a clear fashion.
3. Results and discussion
The influence of small changes in the nanotube diameter on the flow dynamics is
considered, for it is at these smallest diameters, where the “size” of the atoms is only
marginally smaller than the nanotube itself, that effects of change in diameter will be
strongest.
Figure 2 shows the variation of the flow rate with diameter, and two primary
observations can be made. Firstly, a transition in the rate of flow is clearly seen as the
diameter increases around 8.5A˚. Furthermore, the flow rate reaches a peak at around
6Figure 2. Variation of flow rate with diameter. Starting from the largest nanotube
in decreasing order, the chiralities of the largest nanotubes are (10,10), (10,7), (10,5),
(9,4), (9,3), and (6,6).
12A˚ and levels off above this diameter. In order to understand the reasons behind this,
a detailed analysis of the structure and dynamics is necessary.
The sudden change in the rate of flow around 8.5A˚ is a consequence of the flow-
structure within the nanotube which is strongly dictated by the interaction with the
carbon atoms. Figure 3 shows how the smaller nanotubes prior to the sudden increase
in the flow rate can only fit 2 strands of fluid atoms inside them. At the point of increase
in flow rate, suddenly 3 helix strands can fit inside, and this increases to 4 straight lines
of atoms in the next diameter up. Thus the ability to form 3-strand and 4-strand
structures allows flow through the nanotube to occur more quickly. The reason that
these structures within the nanotube are so defined is because the strong interaction
between the light atoms and the nanotube dictates this. The number of atoms that can
fit inside the nanotubes is effectively “quantised” into strands, resulting in the sharp
rise when increasing from just two to three and four strands. Atoms which interact
more-weakly with the nanotube would have a more random flow structure, and could
therefore be expected to exhibit a smoother increase in flow rate with diameter.
Meanwhile the levelling-off of the flow rate at the larger diameters is a consequence
of unusual pulsation dynamics. Figure 4 shows the variation of flow-rate with time for
the 13.56A˚ (10,10) and 9.03A˚ (9,4) nanotubes, and demonstrates how the larger exhibits
a pulsation which is not present with the smaller nanotube. Pulsation also exists for the
diameters between those shown in figure 4 (10.36A˚ and 11.59A˚), although the degree
of pulsation weakens as the diameter decreases. This subsequently explains the drop
in the rate of increase of flow for the largest 3 diameters: the flow is impeded by this
pulsation.
The first burst shortly before 5ns displays the most-strongly accentuated
characteristics of the pulsation, and so it is worth considering this in detail. Initial
7Figure 3. Typical structures in the nanotubes. Top left: 7.83A˚ (10,0). Top right:
8.14A˚ (6,6). Bottom left: 8.47A˚ (9,3) (first nanotube of significant increase in flow).
Bottom right: 9.03A˚ (9,4).
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Figure 4. The flow through the 13.56A˚ (10,10) (largest) diameter nanotube, and the
9.03A˚ (9,4) nanotube for comparison. A pulsation in the flow rate can be observed.
filling of the nanotubes happens very quickly, as the fluid atoms are small and light
and easily able to pass into the large nanotubes. The atoms flow through the nanotube
at a faster rate than that of smaller diameters, due to the larger cross-sectional area.
As this initial flow through the nanotube occurs, the density of the atoms inside the
nanotubes also increases, causing the atoms to pack closer and closer together inside
the nanotube, with the rate of flow reducing all the time. Eventually, as the overall
rate of flow comes to a stop, the atoms make a final lurch forward, partially blooming
out of the exit, before being sucked back inwards, since they do not have the velocity
to escape the nanotube. This creates a ripple which travels back down the nanotube to
the pool, before the atoms lurch forwards once more, and the atoms explode out from
the nanotube, creating the initial burst of flow around at around 5ns. This alternating
forwards-backwards flow is clearly displayed prior to the 5ns mark in figure 4.
8Figure 5. The structure of flow in the largest nanotube. The tight packing and spiral
structure prevents flow of individual strands, leading to concerted pulsed flow.
Just as the structure inside the nanotube caused the highly non-linear variation of
flow-rate with diameter, the structure of flow imposed by the nanotube is also key to the
generation of the pulsation at these large diameters, where a twisting helix-type fluidic
structure (figure 5) is produced, and flow is only possible in a helix-like fashion along
the minimum energy tracks imposed by the structure of the nanotube (Hou et al. 2009).
The presence of such a structure means that independent flow of individual strands of
atoms is not possible, and concerted flow of the whole mass of fluid in the nanotube
is necessary. Furthermore, the strong interaction of the nanotube with the fluid means
that the flow near the wall is strongly impeded; an effect which is enhanced by the low
temperature of the fluid. As a guide, the average potential interaction energy per fluid
atom inside the nanotube with the carbon atoms is approximately 3x stronger than
with other fluid atoms inside the nanotube. The average kinetic energy meanwhile is 8x
smaller in magnitude than the potential interaction with the carbon atoms, making the
interaction with them the deciding factor in the dynamics. Due to the helix structure,
the impeded flow near the wall is transferred throughout the entire diameter of the
nanotube, resulting in the reduced rate of flow for all the fluid atoms. This mechanism
is somewhat different from more conventional stick-slip dynamics where the corrugation
or surface roughness of the walls plays a more prominent role in dictating the dynamics
of flow that are observed (Cao et al. 2009, Ponomarev & Meyerovich 2003).
The reason that this pulsation only happens at larger diameters can be attributed to
two factors. Firstly, the fewer carbon atoms in the smaller nanotubes makes the fluid-
carbon interaction relatively weaker compared to the fluid-fluid interaction, reducing
the grip of the nanotube on the fluid. Secondly, although the helix structure is present,
fewer atoms must move at once, and a smaller “push” is required to move all the atoms
inside the nanotube at once. The very idea that atoms find it harder to flow through
nanotubes of larger diameters is counterintuitive, and highlights the unusual dynamics
taking place with this light fluid.
Having established that the pulsation is a consequence of the concerted movement of
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Figure 6. The variation of average atomic kinetic energy (and hence temperature)
with time, and the corresponding flow rate for the 13.56A˚ (10,10) nanotube,
demonstrating close correlation between the two.
all the atoms in the nanotube and their strong interaction with the wall, it is interesting
to consider what role temperature and phase are playing in these dynamics. The fluid has
a very small temperature range between its liquid and solid states, and is therefore very
sensitive to changes in its temperature. Figure 6 shows the variation of the kinetic energy
inside the 13.56A˚ nanotube, compared against its rate of flow through the nanotube.
The bounces in the flow can be seen to correspond to the variation in average kinetic
energy (and hence temperature) quite closely.
It is interesting to note that inside the nanotube, analysis of the Radial Distribution
Function (RDF), as well as the radial distribution of the atoms over a few hundred
pico-seconds prior to and after the burst, show no structural change. This is because
confinement and the carbon-fluid dominance over the fluid-fluid interaction prevents
any obvious change in the structure, and helps shield any change in the phase. Outside
the nanotube however, the change in the phase becomes very clear. Figure 7 shows that
just in front of the nanotube there is a clear and definite structure just prior to the
burst, which is then subsequently lost after the beginning of the burst.
The fact that a change of phase accompanies the pulsation, suggests that it may
be possible to control the pulsation simply by changing the temperature. Since the
temperature inside the nanotube drops, relative to the temperature of the pool, if the
pool temperature is high enough that the drop does not cause a change in the phase in
or around the nanotube, then no pulsation should be observed.
In order to examine this, flow through the largest 13.56A˚-diameter (10,10) nanotube
was considered, with pool-temperatures between 20K and 50K inclusive, in steps of 5K.
Figure 8 shows how the temperature of the atoms inside the nanotube relates to the
temperature of the pool. Between 30K and 40K a transition is observed, with the
average temperature inside the nanotube becoming proportionally larger at 40K and
above compared to the 30K and below. This suggests that the atoms are moving more
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Figure 7. The RDF outside the front of the 11.59A˚ (10,7) nanotube, just prior to
and after the initial burst of flow.
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Figure 8. The average temperature of atoms inside the 10.36A˚-diameter (10,10)
nanotube as a percentage of the pool temperature. A distinctive transition between
30K and 40K can be observed, suggesting a change in the dynamics of flow for pool
temperatures below and above 35K.
freely, are less restricted to following the helical minimum-energy tracks formed by the
nanotube structure, and are able to maintain a relatively higher kinetic energy. The
variation in relative temperature inside the nanotube matches well with the observed
pulsation. Figure 9 demonstrates that while pulsation is observed at 30K, the flow
becomes far smoother at higher temperatures.
Overall a decrease of temperature inside the nanotube compared to the bulk is
observed, and this is due to the impediment of the atomic movement by the carbon atoms
of the nanotubes. When this temperature reduction passes a change in the phase, the
restriction of atomic movement is even greater, leading to the greater relative reduction
in temperature observed at lower pool temperatures in figure 8. It is well known
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Figure 9. The rate of flow through the 10.36A˚-diameter (10,10) nanotube at 3 different
temperatures. The pulsation can be seen to disappear at high temperature, as the drop
in temperature experienced in the nanotube is not sufficient to cause a change in phase.
This corresponds closely with the change in dynamics suggested in figure 8 around 35K.
that confinement and the subsequent alteration of bonds can change the properties of
molecules inside nanotubes, and these results highlight the additional effect of cooling
inside nanotubes, allowing the possibility of achieving lower temperatures than those
which would occur in a similar environment in the bulk.
It is worth noting that on the macro-scale, there are cases where the rate of flow
is independent of the pressure downstream from the constriction, much as is reported
here. This can be due to reaching sonic speeds in the constriction, or pressure reduction
in the constriction leading to bubble formation. While the mechanisms in the present
study are very different, the restriction of flow experienced here on the nano-scale is
somewhat reminiscent of this macro-scale phenomenon.
4. Conclusion
We have examined the initial flow dynamics of a light fluid flowing through carbon
nanotubes in a nozzle-like arrangement. Our results have demonstrated that when the
nanotube plays a key role in the dynamics of flow, unusual phenomena, such as pulsation,
can be induced. Such manipulation of the flow, on scales where mechanical gating is not
an option, may find use in future applications. Our results have highlighted how this
comes about as a result of the helix structure imposed by the nanotube and the change in
phase impeding the flow. We have also demonstrated how this pulsation can be switched
on and off through variation in temperature. The strong interaction of the light fluid
with the nanotube has also been shown to lead to a very non-linear relation between
nanotube diameter and flow-rate, with the well-defined structure leading to “quantised”
occupation of the nanotube by the fluid. Overall, by combining this light fluid with a
strong interaction with the nanotube, it has been demonstrated how nanotubes have
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the potential to strongly manipulate the dynamics of initial flow through them. Key to
the extension of these results to other atoms is the preservation of the dominance of the
fluid-nanotube interaction on the structure and dynamics of flow.
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